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Facial perception studies using the Macintosh

DEAN G. JENSEN
Rice University, Houston, Texas

Research on how people perceive human faces has benefited from recent advances in micro
computer technology. The present paper describes techniques that can be used to prepare and
present facial stimuli on a Macintosh computer and the advantages ofusing a computer for prepar
ing and presenting such stimuli.

Using a microcomputer to present complex visual
stimuli in perception research has become increasingly
practical for several reasons: the quality of displays has
improved, it is easier to render images intoversions that
canbe manipulated andstored ondiskettes, andthestimuli
can be presented and clearedquickly. There are two ad
ditionaladvantages. First, computerized versions can be
modified to achieve effectsnot available from the origi
nal material, and second, the presentation rate makes it
possible to collect more data per session. This paper
describesthe stepsI used to implement a seriesof facial
perception studies on the Macintosh microcomputer.

DIGITIZING

The first step was to digitize the stimuli. Digitizing is
a process that converts a stimulus to one that can be
presented andmanipulated bya computer. Therearemany
digitizers onthemarket, andtheyvaryincostandinqual
ity of reproductions. Tworelatively inexpensive products
are New Image Technology's Magic (Suite 104, 10300
Greenbelt Road, Seabrook, MD 20706) and Thunder
ware's ThunderScan (21 Orinda Way, Orinda, CA
94563). Magiccostsabout$400and includes a digitizer
that is used with a video camera. Most video cameras
work with it. Magic has the advantage of being able to
digitize three-dimensional objects. ThunderScan, a
productthatdigitizes two-dimensional objects or pictures,
sells for about$230and includes a scanner that replaces
the ribbon of the Imagewriter (a printer for the Macin
tosh). ThunderScan digitizes pictures rolledinto the car
riage of the printer. Bothof theseproducts can produce
images in MacPaint (a graphics editorfor the Macintosh)
format. Certain kinds of editing can be done during the
digitization process; for example, withThunderScan, one
can select either halftone or high-contrast digitizing in
order to preserve shading differences or to produce black
and-white images without halftones.

The images I used were likenesses derived from the
1960editionof the Identi-Kit facial reproduction system
(2100 Roosevelt Avenue, Springfield, MA 01101) used
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by law enforcement agencies. The Identi-Kit consists of
clearplastic foils thathavea facial feature (i.e., hair, eye
brows,eyes, nose, lips, or chin) on eachfoil. Composite
faces are madeby laying the foils on top of one another.
Figure 1 wasmade by forming a composite fromthefoils,
photocopying it, and then digitizing it.

Pages from the Identi-Kit catalogue containing facial
features werealsodigitized withThunderScan. Thiswas
originally doneas a test of the equipment, since the fea
tures in the catalogue are considerably smaller than the
features on the foils or transparencies of the Identi-Kit.
Muchlike other copying processes, the larger the origi
nals, the better the reproductions are likely to be.
However, the likenesses that resulted fromdigitizing the
features in the catalogue were of reasonable quality and
were used as stimuli.

Figure 1. A face made by digitizing an Ideoti-Kit composite.
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EDITING

Oncethe facial features weredigitized andondisk, they
couldbe manipulated in a varietyof ways to achieve like
nesses not available in the original Identi-Kit versions.
The Macintosh has the advantage of allowing several
differentapplications to accessthe digitized imageto edit
it. The MacPaint me created by the digitizing applica
tion can be manipulated with graphics editors, such as
MacPaint, MacDraw, FullPaint, Paint Cutter, Graphics
Works, and SuperPaint. Each of these graphics editors
has its own capabilities for manipulating the appearance
of the digitized image.

The mostdirectmanipulation is to changethe statusof
the pixels (the %4-in. units of the display), and several
of these editors are able to effect changes in individual
pixels for detailed editing. This is useful for fine tuning
the appearance of the digitized image.

There are other techniques for manipulating graphics
in a more systematic manner. The two chins shown in
Figure 2 were derivedfrom a singlerepresentation digi
tized from the Identi-Kit catalogue. The Identi-Kit
"chins" includethe ears and the complete outlineof the
jaw. The width of the bottom of the chin was manipu
latedby an auxiliary application, calledClickArt Effects,
from T/Maker Graphics (2115 Landings Drive, Moun
tain View, CA 94(43). ClickArtEffectscosts about$50
and adds distortion, perspective, slanting, and rotating
editing functions to MacPaint. The perspective editing
function allows the bottom of a rectangle containing a
figureto be lengthened or shortened without affecting the
top of the rectangle. Sincethe figure (the chin) is modi
fied to conform to the shape of the rectangle that con
tainsit, the width of thebottom of thechincanbe changed
without changing the widthof the top of the chin (or the
distance betweenthe ears). The two different versionsof
the hair shownin Figure 2 were madeby digitizing two
differentversions of the hair in the Identi-Kit catalogue.
The sameis true of the two differentversions of the eye
brows. The two different versions of the hair, the chin,
and the eyebrows wereput into a diskme alongwithone
versionof the eyes, the nose, and the lips. This wasdone
by putting the features in the "Scrapbook" and then
renaming it "Facial Features."

An additional advantage to using the Macintosh for
producing andeditinggraphicsis that theeditedgraphics
can be displayed from programming languages such as
C, Pascal,andBASIC. Theappearance of the stimuli can
also be manipulated in the waythe figureis displayed on
the screenfromthe programming application. For exam
ple, thedifferent figures in thefile "FacialFeatures" were
displayed fromBASIC. Thedifferent versions of theeyes,
noses, and lips in Figure 2 were achieved by manipulat
ing the size of the rectangles in which the features were
presented. The presentation rectangles are outlined in the
face in Figure 2 that has the larger features. The size of
the rectangles werespecified with Microsoft BASIC. One
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Figure 2. Smalland large versions of facialfeaturesdigitizedfrom
the Identi-Kit catalogue; the rectangles in which the features were
presented are shown on the face with the larger features.
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Figure 4. Faces made from the left and right halves of a face in
Figure 2.
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There are many other manipulations that are possible
using graphics editors. The size of the original can be
manipulated and figures can be overlaidso that the figure
underneath either is covered by or shows through the
figure laid on top of it. Pixels can be systematically
changed in patterns to add textures or delete areas.
Figures, or parts of figures, can be mirrored or rotated
vertically or horizontally. Smaller imagesthat are com
binedto form a larger imagein MacDraw retaintheir au
tonomy and can be removed, changed, brought in front
of, or movedto the back of overlapping images.Ifa face
wearing glasses weremade by combining features in Mac-Figure 3. The face in Figure 1 altered by ClickArt Effects.

of the Macintosh ROMroutines scalesthe figuresto con
form to the rectangles. The differentversionsof the eyes
were achievedby changing the height of the rectangles
in which the eyes were presented. The width of the nose
and the thickness of the lips were likewise manipulated
by changing the width and height of the rectangles for
the noseand lips, respectively. Othertechniques thatalter
the appearance during presentation can be achieved
through systematically degrading or revealinga stimulus
in stages (see Brooks, 1987; Snodgrass, Smith, Feenan,
& Corwin, 1987).

Modifications can be made to the stimulianywhere in
the production process. Certain kinds of editing can be
madeduringthe digitization process,the digitized images
can be manipulated with a varietyof graphics editors, and
the appearanceof the stimuli can be changedwhen they
are displayed. However, the greatestvariety of graphics
manipulations can be donewithgraphicseditorsafter the
stimulihavebeendigitized andbeforetheyare presented.
Only a few of the many possible manipulations are dis
cussed here. The image in Figure 3 is a ClickArtEffects
distortion modification of the face in Figure 1. A rect
anglecontaining the facewas changed to an uneventetra
gon, unevenly stretching the face. The face can also be
made to conform to a trapezoid for a perspectiveview,
a parallelogramfor a slantedview, or a rotated rectangle
for a rotated view.

Just as real facesare not perfectlysymmetrical, edited
faces maynotbe either. Bothof the faces in Figure 4 were
madeby takingeither the right or the left half of the face
containing the smaller features in Figure 2, "flipping it
horizontally," and combining it withits original1ikeness.
The small differences in symmetry of the original face
resulted in two faces that look quite different from each
other and also look different from the original.



Draw, then the eyes could later be changed without hav
ing to redo the glasses.

It thusbecomes evidentthat onceimages are digitized,
it is possible to exercise great control over the stimuli.
Theycan be modified to increasethe numberof versions
or to control preciselythe degree to whichtwo versions
differ.Oncethedesired changes havebeenmade in a par
ticular editor, the file can be closed and reopened with
anothereditor so that the editingcapabilities of manyof
the editors can be used on the same figure.

In somecircumstances, suchas creating facial likenesses
from witness descriptions in law enforcement, it is im
portantto createlikenesses quickly andtobe ableto select
from a large assortment of facial features. Mac-a-Mug
Pro, a productavailable for $495fromShaherazam (p.O.
Box26731, Milwaukee, WI53226), contains a vastselec
tion of digitized features that can be selected, arranged,
and combined quickly. As can be seen in Figure 5, the
likenesses are realistic. Like graphics produced by other
graphics applications, theimages produced byMac-a-Mug
Pro can be furthereditedby Mac-a-Mug Pro or by other
graphics editors.

PRESENTATION

It is possible to present stimuli in a variety of ways.
If speedis not important, graphics can be "redrawn" to
the Macintosh screen by ROM routines; this can take a
second or so for largeimages to be presented. Thestudies
for which these stimuliwere developed were concerned
with whetheror not features, or groups of features, are
perceived independently. It was therefore important that

Figure S. A face produced by Shaberazam's Mac-a-Mug Pro fa
cial reproduction system.
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the features be seen all at once so that they are not per
ceived sequentially or in isolation from one another.

Thiswasdoneby converting the faces to bit images and
presenting them quickly. The bit image is simply an ar
ray in which each numberis a record of the status(white
or black)of eachpixelof a stimulus. Graphics converted
to bit images can be preloadedinto RAM and presented
in 16-32 msec, depending on how muchof the screen is
covered by the image. Converting stimuli to bit images
andpresenting themquickly requires special machine lan
guage routines.

Once a stimulus is on the screen, the BASIC "Get"
statement canbe usedto get the array, and the OpenRes
File, SaveArray, and CloseResFile routines are used to
createa resourcefile, saveor put thearray in it, and then
close the file. This bit image or array can be presented
by using theOpenResFile, LoadArray, and CloseResFile
routines followed by the "Put" statement or, for even
faster presentation, theSPART (Stimulus Presentation and
Reaction Time)routine(seeLane& Ashby1987), which
willpresentthestimuli in oneor twosweeps ofthescreen
(16-32 msec), depending on the size.

Oneadvantage of using computer presentation of stimuli
is the number of presentations that can be madein a sin
gle experimental session. Experiments done using these
techniques have resulted in more than 1,700 choice
reaction-time responses from each subject in a 1-h ses
sion (Jensen, 1986). Each session included time for the
instructions, questions, unrecorded practicetrials, 1,728
recorded responses, and 17 self-paced breaks. Each of
the presentations was separated by a .5-secdelayso that
the presentations wouldnot come one immediately after
the other. In theseexperiments, subjects were presented
a face and were asked to determinewhethera specified
group of features were the larger or smaller version of
the features shownin Figure 2 (the rectangles were not
outlined). Since thedifferences between thedifferent ver
sionsof the features were designed to be easilydiscerni
ble, theaverage error rateacrosssubjects neverexceeded
8% for each experiment and was usually much lower.

All thedigitizing, graphics manipulations, and datacol
lection for the studies mentioned above were done on
512K RAM Macintoshes with single-sided-disk drives.
Theyalso workon the newermachines thathavedouble
sided drives and more memory.

The techniques used in these facial perception studies
are also useful for other kindsof perception studies. The
digitizing, editing, andpresentation techniques havebeen
used for other kindsof visualresearch, such as attention
and display organization. The digitizersand editorsused
for the visual materials also have their counterparts for
auditory materials (seeGibson, 1987),and someof these
techniques mayalsobe usefulfor auditorypresentations.
For example, the SPART routinethat is in the PsychLib
library will also present auditory stimuli (see Lane &
Ashby, 1987).
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